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if you want to find players that have potential, you want to look for players that are playing in certain
roles. if you find a player that is playing as a lone striker, chances are they wont be able to develop
into a world-class player. the best thing that you can do is look for players that are playing in roles
similar to those in fifa 21. for example, is a player playing as a central midfielder in fifa 21 playing as
a central midfielder in fifa 22? if so, they have potential. in general, playing in a certain role in fifa 21
is a good thing. player roles in fifa 21 are generally good, but if a players in a certain role in fifa 21 is
not quite as good, chances are you should ignore them. for example, if a player in fifa 21 plays as a
holding midfielder, but you find them playing as a central midfielder in fifa 22, chances are that they
have little potential. this is especially true for centers. if a player is playing as a winger and has a lot
of potential, and you find them playing as a forward or attacking midfielder, chances are they are a
waste.10] are the players playing together?in an ideal world, players are playing with people of
similar ability. players have the greatest chance at development when they play with people of
similar ability.11] watch for free agentsoutside of your own team, you might find good prospects. the
best prospect to ever come out of another team would most likely be a free agent.12] a case for
varying scoringeach year the new video game has a new scoring system. one year its weighted, next
year its not, then its weighted and then its not.13] can i rely on scoutingscouting is a gamble. if
youve been scouting and your team is in a good run, the chances of getting a new signing to
improve things is slim.
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before we move on, i would like to discuss a few things. the first thing that i want to mention is that
these are not the best formations for every situation. as you may have figured out by now, these are
the ones that i recommend to use and have used myself. i also suggest that you do not rely on the

exact size of your formation. rather, you should adjust your formation to the strengths of your
players. if your team has a dm who likes to dribble and see plays develop, he will probably work best

in a 4-2-3-1 or 4-3-3 formation, while a player like de bruyne who likes to create with his feet and
brain will fit very well in a 4-3-3 formation. i also do not suggest that you use them as a default
setup, they are not suitable for every team in every situation. if you already have a formation in

mind, you should also have an idea of how it should be adjusted to suit your team. perhaps you have
a weakness in the midfield because you have two of them. maybe your cms are not good enough to

make enough passes in the tight spaces of a 4-3-3 formation. if you are already familiar with the
setup, then you should have a good idea of how to improve it and who can make the adjustments.
the good news is that the tactics panel is very flexible and allows you to adjust the setup in many

different ways. i have already mentioned a few of them. if you have any questions, the instructions
for the setup should clarify them for you. if not, you can always ask on the forums. i hope this

information is helpful to you, and good luck with fifa 20. these are the best fifa 22 formations and the
best way to use them in fifa. i hope that they help you in your battles and especially in your career

mode. if you have any questions, just ask me in the comments, and i will try to answer them for you.
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